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Optimize Your Sales and Marketing Process
How to Increase Sales Without Spending More

Ask marketing people what a company should do to increase sales, and most of them will say that
you’ve got to spend more money on advertising. Or they’ll come up with equally expensive,
complicated strategies that they think will capture new prospects. However, the reality is that very few
companies obtain really good conversion results from prospect names they have already generated.
Most of those leads go to waste. The
is inescapable: the route to dramatically
sales

is

properly

optimizing

your

and sales process.
What usually happens within a company

conclusion

Dramatically improve sales
results without spending more
on lead generation, advertising
or other expensive marketing
vehicles.

marketing folks generate the leads and
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marketing

is that the
then
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bunch of names are handed over to sales. This process is problematic, because it implies some sort of
magical transition from marketing on the one hand to sales on the other. There must be a combination of
sales and marketing directed at everyone in your prospect funnel. On a per-prospect basis, sales effort is
almost always more expensive and labor intensive. Marketing provides a better opportunity to exercise
economies of scale and move prospects along.
Most marketing experts say it requires between seven and nine “touches” before a customer will
actually make a purchase, so it’s vitally important to design at least this number of communications or
repetitions into the process whenever you have direct contact information for a prospect. Lower-cost
marketing touches involve a one-time setup cost, followed thereafter by a very low cost per prospect.
For example, the automation of marketing through computerized direct mail, e-mail, e-zines and other
communications can be a cost-effective, even free, method to educate customers and bring them along in
the sales process. E-mail auto-responders, which automatically mail a sequence of communications to
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customers every day, every week, or at whatever frequency you prefer, are a tremendously cost-effective
way to touch customers without any human intervention. Auto-responders allow you to maintain a
“perfect” scheduled contact frequency—there’s no salesperson who might drop the ball due to
overwork, vacation or other distractions. By keeping your offering in front of prospects, automated emails reduce the education burden placed on your more expensive sales force and “soften the beach” for
the time when the salesperson can contact the prospect personally.
Some prospects will require considerable personal contact to move along, but the additional
automated contact is not likely to hurt. These extra marketing communication touches can also benefit
your consultative sales.

Sales Funnel Diagram

Companies often have trouble measuring, optimizing and assigning responsibility for the sales process.
This task becomes much easier once the sales mechanism is broken down into its respective parts. The
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following diagram shows a generic sales and marketing funnel with three levels, designed to be
implemented once the prospect has been identified. The three levels are somewhat arbitrary—your
company may need a greater or smaller number—but it is usually best to start with a few levels and add
more as the company becomes bigger and more people are involved in the sales process.
The steps to optimizing your funnel are simple. You’ll start by capturing all the right data in order to
measure and improve upon each step. In order for the funnel to be effective, the following questions
must be asked at each level:
1)
2)
3)
4)

How many prospects come into this level, and at what cost?
What are the key “leaks” (reasons that people fall out of the funnel) at this level?
What is the conversion ratio for moving from this level to the next?
What steps or tactics are available to move potential customers from this level to the next (or to
eliminate them so expensive resources are not wasted)?

Because of the higher absolute numbers, improvements at the top of the funnel typically have a greater
impact than those made at the bottom. Improvements at each level are multiplicative, not additive. A 10
percent improvement in conversion at one level can mean 10 percent more sales falling through each
level to the bottom. However, a 10 percent improvement in two levels could mean a 30 percent
improvement in sales at the bottom level, depending on your conversion ratios between levels. By doing
the math and looking at the cumulative conversion ratio as you move down your funnel, you will begin
to grasp the economics of your sales process. Unfortunately, most companies do not have an adequate
understanding of these steps and ratios; they do not see the big picture and they can’t measure and
optimize the entire process well.
Once you understand the development cycle of each sale better, it quickly becomes obvious
exactly how much it costs to get a prospect into the funnel and ultimately move them through each level.
This allows you to begin looking at real costs and determine the benefits of alternative strategies. In
addition, you will be able to better rate each lead-generation strategy you are currently using and know
what can be spent (or offered to partners) in order to bring in leads at each level of qualification. You’ll
still need to tag each prospect back to the source of the lead and look at the overall quality of leads from
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each source as you compare costs, but the initial decision is made much simpler knowing what your
likely revenue from 100 prospects is likely to be.

Plugging Leaks
Identifying the biggest leaks requires contacting a number of prospects who have gone into the
proverbial “black hole.” These are the people who have stopped returning your phone calls. You need to
find out whether they bought from a competitor, didn’t buy at all, or had a problem with your offering
versus your competitors. You may need a sampling system, which could include a reward offer to
determine why those who have “leaked out” have lost interest.
Using the conversion ratios described in your sales funnel diagram, you will be able to estimate or
calculate the total cost and/or cost per prospect lost on each level. By looking at the cost to get those
prospects to the bottom of the funnel and by looking at the sales lost because you didn’t get them to the
bottom, you will be able to understand the real cost of that leak in your funnel. Adding more tactics
where the leaks are significant and costly will increase sales. This approach allows you to make good
decisions about what you should reasonably spend in increased sales efforts, giveaways, special offers or
free “air gifts” (i.e. PDF reports) that cost almost nothing to provide to an incremental customer. Simple
and effective ways to plug leaks abound. Here are some examples:
1) E-mail the prospect a white paper or useful tool that is targeted to that level of the sales funnel.
(digital gifts are free!)
2) Provide a price quote, discount or limited-time offer.
3) Send a direct-mail piece or product sample.
4) Call the prospect or send a survey questionnaire; this shows that you are personally involved and
allows you to know where he or she is in the cycle. (You may be worried that a personal contact
will be perceived negatively, but not all touches need to be purely for the benefit of prospective
customers. Prospects understand that you need to learn more about them in order to do a good
job.)
5) Offer a demonstration, seminar or other educational materials such as a CD or DVD.
6) Provide a comparison chart of the features, benefits and/or costs of the various levels of your
organization’s products.
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7) Offer a free trial or other “slippery slope” offer.
As leaks in the funnel are identified, you can think about and invent new strategies, tools and tactics
(either in sales or marketing) to reduce the losses at the leaking point in the cycle and increase
conversion ratios to the next lower level.

Moving Prospects Down the Funnel
As you continue to touch the prospects, your brand and the image of your company will be reinforced.
By repeatedly hitting this population with your unique selling proposition, you will ultimately get the
best prospects to the bottom of the funnel for closing. You should also take advantage of your staff’s
ideas to “institutionalize” the best ideas,
stories and tactics. Brainstorm with your
fill in a “Tactics for Advancement” list for
level. You might be a small player in the
market, but by the time a prospect is at the
of your funnel he will think you are the

success

There are only 3 ways to grow
your business: 1) More
customers, 2) More frequent
sales to those customers, 3) A
higher average sale.
-- Jay Abrams

leader—if you have done the job right and

staff and
each
larger
bottom
market
provided

many good-quality touches.

Conclusion
In most cases, companies can implement simple strategies that will dramatically improve sales results
without spending more on lead generation, advertising or other expensive marketing vehicles. Using
simple models to break down the sales equation into its component levels can be a very valuable way to
analyze, communicate, measure and improve your business’s bottom line. This optimizing the funnel
approach will give you more control over the growth and profitability of your business. You will be able
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to predict sales and return on investment (ROI) for multiple scenarios better, allowing you to make
smart decisions about marketing and sales budgeting. This “virtuous financial circle” will allow you to
scale your business rapidly, without sucking cash and without diluting your shareholders.
Being able to predict your ROI, and maintaining a thorough understanding of your business, will also
allow you to easily raise capital for growth. Investors can be shown exactly why their investment (at
least the part that goes to sales and marketing) will provide a certain level of revenue and profit growth
in the business. Demonstrating the control you have over every aspect of your sales funnel will show
prospective investors that you are
sophisticated, analytical and understand the
of growing your business. It will position
front of the pack and greatly increase your
raising capital in today’s tight capital

You can get rich by being
lucky or by being smart—
but the harder and smarter
you work, the “luckier” you
tend to get.

economics
you at the
chances of

environment.
Of course, if you are successful with this process and have sufficient gross margins you may not
need outside capital at all. When this is the case, you and your team will own considerably more of your
business at the end of the day. And isn’t that the real reason we entrepreneurs take these huge risks? So
start the process of measuring and optimizing your sales and marketing funnel today. It is one of the best
ways to add great value to your business without investing more capital and taking on additional risk.
If you are interested in further exploring the sales equation, there are many elaborate sales
processes that can take the process of selling to the next level of sophistication. I personally like the
Miller Heiman model, presented by Robert Miller and Stephen Heiman in their 1985 book “Strategic
Selling,” considered a classic today. This model is for streamlining complex strategic sales in which
multiple decision makers are involved and every activity is tracked against each person who influences
the decision. This type of system is generally required for sales of $20,000 and up, but the funnel system
described above can apply to almost any low-priced product sale, starting as low as $50 and going up to
any price level. Some sales software, like ACT, Goldmine and www.Saleforce.com have these models
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built into the software to help manage the process and pipeline better. The problem is usually that the
sales people don’t use them or there is not an objective standard enforced defining when a prospect is at
each level. Lack of consistency across a salesforce can make the data and system totally useless so you
need to define this and enforce that convention. Which one you use is less important than having one.
Most will allow you to track your pipeline more effectively and improve results over time if used
properly.
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Books, CDs and Videos For CEOs, Entrepreneurs and C-Level Executives
To Help Grow Your Businesses More Rapidly and Develop Long-term
Competitive Advantage
All products were developed by our founder, Bob Norton, a serial entrepreneur for over 25 years and a CEO since
1989. Mr. Norton is one of the leading authorities in the world on entrepreneurship, intrapreneurship and growing
early-stage businesses rapidly. He has participated in eight startup companies; grown two to over $100 million in
sales and several have dominated their respective markets. He has also worked for two multi-billion dollar
corporations running product development efforts. His experience goes across all size companies, and many types of
businesses in various industries. During his career Mr. Norton has helped created over $1 billion in new shareholder
value just while at those companies. Mr. Norton provides expertise on growing small and medium size companies
more rapidly using eleven different proprietary tools and methodologies for business design, development and
optimization, which he has developed over the last fifteen years. Many ideas are also contributed from over 1,000
business books in his personal library. He also runs the premier CEO and Entrepreneur Boot Camp in the U.S. today,
which is design to cut years off the learning curve of CEOs and entrepreneurs and turn them into world-class CEOs.
This exclusive event teaches practical business design and optimization systems in an intensive 3-day training
program for any CEO or entrepreneur.
Mr. Norton has appeared in Inc. magazine, on CNBC and many other regional and national media. He coaches and
mentors both entrepreneurs and experienced CEOs one-on-one, and through consulting, speaking, writing and
seminars. He frequently speaks at corporations, associations, and universities on business topics.
These books are targeted at particular problems and stages of development where early-stage ventures commonly
encounter critical issues while moving from raw startup with an idea to becoming an established company. They are
guaranteed to improve any business’s chances of success dramatically. They can be downloaded immediately and
the ideas and systems put into action the same day. Unlike hardcover books, that need to be a certain size to justify
the printing, distribution and retail markups, these books will not have lots of redundant information, essentially
showcasing the same basic ideas five different ways. They are packed with totally unique content that comes from the
experience of a real serial entrepreneur, not just an author who did some academic research, but practical advice and
systems for CEOs and entrepreneurs proven to work over two decades. The philosophies and systems used in each
are compatible so that, as a set, they will create a framework for successful and rapid business growth.

Company Development Stages: n Raw Startup o Early Revenue p Established q
Growth/Expansion r Mature

DESIGNING

n
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Startup Idea

LAUNCHING
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n to p
The Startup Manual includes all four books plus a bonus CD-ROM from our CEO
Training Seminars With Our Business Design Forms and Tools.

For fastest service order online at http://www.StartupPlanet.com/
Books and Audio CDs - FAX an Mail Order Form
Company Development Stages:

n Raw Startup o Early Revenue p Established q Growth/Expansion r Mature
Needed For
Company
Dev.
Stage

n

eBooks - Get instantly downloadable ebooks at
www.StartupPlanet.com. These are provided as PDF files..

Unit
Price

Designing a Startup For Rapid Growth and Profit –
Optimizing Your Business Model Before Your
Launch

$47

o

Roadmap To Launching A Successful Company –
Achieving Your First Sales

$47

o

Hiring The Best People At Early Stage Companies –
Everything Depends on Your Team

$34

How to Manage a Business For Rapid Growth – You Must
Shift Gears To Grow

$47

o to q
n to q

Quantity

Total

The Startup Manual
Set of all 4 books above in a 5.5-pound 3-ring binder with a
bonus $99 CD with our proprietary business design and
optimization tools and instructions (from our CEO Boot Camp).

$147

Save Over 30% when all are purchased together.

Audio Seminars With Slides*

n

Bootstrapping (2 CDs + Slides) – Getting from raw idea in
the garage to your launch or first outside investor round

$57

o

Introduction To Raising Early–Stage Venture Capital –
Covers many sources from debt to professional VCs. A
broad coverage of most funding sources.

$57

–

$57

o+

Secrets of Raising Angel Financing (2 CDs + Slides)

Focuses on closing angels
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Save even more: The Ultimate Startup Manual
The Startup Manual plus 2 double CD audio courses:
Bootstrapping & Secrets Raising Angel Financing audio sets.
You get the second audio set free. This product comes in a three
ring binder with almost four hours of audio on Raising Angel
Financing and Bootstrapping. This is a complete system for
starting an early stage company from original idea, to first outside
financing and a framework for growing to $100 million in sales.
You may substitute any other 2 CD set like Introduction to
Raising Early-Stage Venture Capital also.

$247.

PRODUCT TOTAL:

XXXXX

Add 6.5% for normal shipping and handling except for ebooks:.
Add $3.00 for Priority mail 2-3 day delivery.
Orders over $250 Shipping and Handling is FREE:
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax:
Grand Total With Shipping:
*To save time, trees and gas, and to keep your shipping costs down we a phasing in electronic deliver. Audios may be shipped with a hardcopy of slides, or you
may receive a PDF file by email to print these pages.

See and order all our products at: http://www.startupplanet.com/
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LIVE VIDEOS
This is the premier executive training program for entrepreneurs, new CEOs and
experienced CEOs in the U.S. today. Fourteen DVDs with over 12 hours of video with all
training segments from the CEO and Entrepreneur Boot Camp. Buy as a complete set for
only $799 or buy individual DVDs or bundles base on your stage of development. This is
some of the best material available today on starting and launching companies and
growing early-stage businesses more rapidly, because it is all from someone who has
done it many times.
You can replay them and share them with your entire team, which multiplies the power
and impact on your company many fold by increasing communications and getting
everyone on the same page strategically.
Each video also comes with instructions to get a PDF file by email to print a
hardcopy of all slides from the event. Call For CEO and Entrepreneur Boot Camp
Seminar Dates and Locations or visit www.CLevelBootCamp.com.

Company Development Stage:
n Raw Startup o Early Revenue p Established q Growth/Expansion r Mature
Dev.
Stage

Entrepreneur and CEO Boot Camp Videos
The Art and Science of Business DesignTM DVDs
4 DVD Bundle: Designing Your Business Model
Only $197 – Separately $270

n-r
n+

Roadmap to a Vision For Startup Companies – The 11 Required Elements of
a Successful Corporate Vision. Plus our Risk Assessment & Risk Management
tool and lecture. This video is included FREE on all others.

Unit
Price #

Total

$197

$59.95

Market Research The Right Way For Startups and New Products – A
Process for Validating Your Business Venture – Bonus: - Risk Management
$89.95
business optimization system everyone needs but often does not know they do. A
2 DVD set.

n-r
-

Competitive Strategy, Market Entry and Positioning For Startups –
Differentiating and Beating Bigger Competitors - (also includes the Risk
Management business optimization system everyone needs but often does not
know they do)

n -q

Hiring and Developing Your Startup Team For Success – The Skill Set Matrix,
$89.95
Management Methods and Employee/Organizational Development System
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5 DVD Bundle: Launching Your Business –
Only $287 - Separately $359

o-q
o
o-q
o-

$287

Entrepreneurial and Intrapreneurial Marketing – Entering New Markets
Successfully For Entrepreneurial Companies and Small Businesses
(Includes bonus “Branding” video below). A 2 DVD set.

$89.95

A Superior Product Development System For Startups – Getting
Products Out Much Faster and Cheaper Using Proven Skunkworks
Strategies

$89.95

Managing The Sales Process For Startups and Small Businesses – A
System For Superior Results Using a Direct Sales Force

$89.95

How To Hire Sales Winners For Startups and Small Business –
Avoiding The Usual Fifty Percent of Sales Hires That Fail

$89.95

Growing Your Business Bundle 3 DVDs Only $197 - Separately $269

$197

p-

Operations and Customer Service For Startups – Developing Your
Corporate Dashboard For Superior Customer Service and CRMs

$89.95

o-q

Practical Finance, Financing and The Financial Plan – Systems For
Success

$89.95

p-r

Managing Growth in Early-stage Companies – Shifting Gears from raw
startup to expansion mode 3 times.

$89.95

SAVE: Pick any 3 videos for $197, or any six for $397 with free S & H

THE WHOLE ENCHILADA ENTREPRENEUR & CEO BOOT CAMP
TRAINING PACKAGE
$799.
Save Over 35% Purchasing All 14 DVDs!
Also Included is the 300-Page Printed Slide Binder and Business Design
Tools CD – Add the Startup Manual for $99 more.

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax:
Add 6.5% for shipping and handling.
Orders over $250 Shipping and Handling FREE.

Grand Total With Shipping:
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Attend the Exclusive and Intensive Boot Camp Personally
Learn How To Build a $100 Million
Business From a Raw Idea or Startup?
A Comprehensive Executive Training in Entrepreneurship. An Integrated System For
Starting and Running High Growth Businesses Developed Over the Last 15 years By A
Successful CEO and Serial Entrepreneur and incorporating the best practices and ideas for
emerging growth companies from over 1,000 business books.
This management training and entrepreneurship boot camp helps turn entrepreneurs into more successful CEOs
and raise the performance and success level of any CEO, or senior executive, to a world-class level. Over a dozen
systems will be taught at this management training seminar, crossing all the major business disciplines including
sales, marketing, finance, operations and product development. Tools are also taught for strategy, hiring,
management, employee development, risk management and corporate vision development.
These entrepreneurship systems are the "best of the best" distilled down from 23 years experience and over 1,000
business books and integrated into a system and philosophy that can grow any business into a $100 million entity
more quickly and smoothly...

100% of past graduates have said what they learned would improve their
business significantly within the next couple of months!

Dates Scheduled
March 3rd and 4th Waltham, Massachusetts
April 21st-22nd - San Francisco/San Mateo
June 2nd-3rd – Atlanta
Call 508-381-1450 for other Dates.

"Way to go!
No question about value delivered."

-- Charlie Atkinson, Founder
WholeSystems

"I thought this seminar was appropriate for any
senior level executive to get on the same page
strategically with their team and boost their
business. I feel I greatly underpaid for the value
delivered."
- -- John Edmond, President, Angel Data
Networks

Regular Registration: $2,195
Early Registration: $1,895
(At least 30 days in advance)
Special Rate for two people registering
together: $1,795 each

Call to reserve your seat or register online at: www.CLevelBootCamp.com
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FAX and Mail Payment Form
Four easy ways to order:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Order online at http://www.StartupPlanet.com/ (fastest)
FAX Order and Payment Form To: (801) 672-9640
Call (508) 381-1450
Mail to C-Level Enterprises, Inc. 68 Whitewood Road, Milford, MA 01757

FAX and Mail Order Payment Form
For fastest service order online at http://www.StartupPlanet.com/
Card Type

Circle one:

Visa

Master Card

Discover

Cardholder
Name:
Credit Card
Number:
Expiration
Date:

MM/YY

Cardholder
Signature:
Ship To:
Address
Street
Address,
Apt. #
City/State/
Zip Code
Country (if
outside US)
Daytime
Phone
E-Mail
Address

(Please print very clearly)

For questions contact customer service at mailto:service@CLevelEnterprises.com
Note: All orders outside of the United States: Add five dollars for each video,
nine dollars for each physical book, above regular shipping costs.
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